Parish Council’s Response to public views on Solutions from the Public Meeting
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Better enforcement of PSPOs
The Police are actioning this as part of the Littleport Prevention Plan (“LPP”).
Outreach services
All relevant, appropriate, agencies agree this is a vital part of the response to the problems.
Unmarked cars in area
Part of modern Policing
Special Constables to conduct enforcement of speeding
This already takes place, Speed Watch team to suggest areas and times that give them concerns and would
benefit from enforcement.
Employment opportunities for those responsible
ECDC and the Parish Council have highlighted areas in the new Local Plan to grow employment.
Multi agency approach
Is the only real option as the problem, and the people causing the problems, are complex.
Recovering public spaces
The Parish Council will take the lead on this and will support the community to do this.
Street pastors teams
All appropriate parties agree this is not appropriate solution to the current problems but will keep this under
review. The Outreach Team are better placed to deal with the problems and have access to the multi-agency
assessments of the individuals. They can also offer support on Drug, Alcohol and other issues. ECDC will be
taking the lead on deployment of Outreach workers if it is felt to be appropriate.
Public spirit to take back Littleport
Anecdotal evidence would suggest that residents are fully behind the aspiration to reclaim the village from
those who are causing issues.
Community payback team
The Parish Council will take the lead on this and will support the community to do this.
Get into schools and liaise with young people
The Police do already carry out School visits, ECDC and the Parish Council are happy to attend with the other
agencies.
Raise awareness of how to effectively report crime through 101, 999, Parish council etc.
The Parish Council have links to both Crime-Stoppers and 101 reporting pages on the website and various
Facebook pages and the Clerks are happy to assist any resident with reporting issues.
Take photos of those who are causing ASB
The Police advise against this but if it is safe to do so it can be useful intelligence.
Focus on 1 issue rather than all
The Police are actioning this as part of the LPP.
Progress updates for residents
The Police are actioning this as part of the LPP.
More visible PCSO presence
There is a higher PCSO presence in the village immediately following the public meeting and the Police will
adapt patrol patterns to, hopefully, maintain this going forward.
Fines for those responsible for ASB
Some fixed penalty notices have already been issued and will continue to form part of the Police response to
the issues we are experiencing.
Bring in other services to support those taking drugs/alcohol
This will be reviewed by the Problem Solving Team.
More Neighbourhood Watch Coordinators (NHW)
The Parish Council support this and have some funds to support new schemes (ie for the purchase of signage).
Remove bench to avoid gathering
We believe this is not an appropriate response as numerous residents require benches to sit and rest. The
inappropriate congregation of problem causing individuals at benches will be addressed by the Police when
on patrol in the village.

21. Target specific criminals
Police already do this.
22. Add more benches
This can be considered as part of the Master Plan now under review by ECDC.
23. Residents to create a list of offenders
The Parish Council support this and are happy to pass this information to the Police, if required.
24. Police station in Littleport
Due to funding issues this is unlikely to happen but we do have a Police office in the Barn.
25. More police patrols
Police have already actioned as part of the LPP.
26. Council tax increase to receive more officers
The Parish Council will look into this during the budgeting process but to put this into practice the Parish
Council element of the Council Tax bill would probably have to increase by around 35% per household.
27. More involvement and education with and for young people
The Parish Council have just started a consultation about the Open Green Space on the Paddocks and this
includes some provision for teenagers/young adults.
28. Police surgery
Police to action as part of the LPP.

